Another Look at City Mission

Many look to Ellen White for counsel about how to reach the cities. What did she really say?
Much of that discussion centered on Ellen White's counsel on the topic. For her the issue was not Should the cities be worked? It was How?

The world’s great cities provided Mrs. White with an ambivalent situation. On one hand, there isn’t the slightest doubt that she saw the ideal for Christian families to be rural living, where they could avoid the corruption, wickedness, and health-related problems of the cities while at the same time nourishing their spirituality in the atmosphere of nature. On the other hand, she had a burden that the church had neglected gospel work in the cities. Correcting that neglect would be a focal point of her ministry between 1901 and 1910.

By that latter date Mrs. White was so upset with Adventism’s lack of progress in the cities that she questioned General Conference president Arthur G. Daniells’ conversion, suggested that in the face of what she perceived to be a lack of interest for city work, he was not qualified to continue to lead the denomination, and even went so far as to refuse interviews with him until he came up with aggressive strategies to reach the teeming millions of the world’s great cities.

There were few issues that had agitated her so much in her long ministry. She was ready to go to almost any lengths to move the denomination off dead center on the topic of city mission.

The “Outpost Evangelism” Model

For Ellen White the issue was not the need to work the cities but how best to do it. Her leading role in advocating city work has given her and her counsel on the topic a central place in Adventist discussions on how best to spread the gospel in the city.

Those who have studied city mission through Mrs. White’s writings have generally arrived at an understanding called “outpost evangelism.” The outpost concept is found in several places in her writings. “It is God’s design,” she wrote in 1903, “that our people should locate outside the cities, and from these outposts warn the cities, and raise in them memorials for God.” “The cities,” she had written a year earlier, “are to be worked from outposts. Said the messenger of God, ‘Shall not the cities be warned? Yes; not by God’s people living in them, but by their visiting them, to warn them of what is coming upon the earth.’”

Those two quotations are similar to many others that Ellen White wrote over the years. As a result some have held that it is wrong to locate Adventist evangelistic workers inside the cities and that to do so is apostasy from her clear counsel.

Her counsel about education provides us with an interesting example of her breadth on the topic of city work. The earliest Adventist schools had been in small towns. In relation to the founding of Avondale School in Australia she wrote that “never can the proper education be given to the youth in this country, or any other country, unless they are separated a wide distance from the cities. The customs and practices in the cities unfit the minds of the youth for the entrance of truth.”

Following that counsel and the fact that Ellen White claimed that Avondale was to be a pattern school for other Adventist schools, the next 15 years saw Adventist schools around the world establish rural campuses. Some, such as Battle Creek College and Healdsburg College, even sold their campuses and bought large acreage in the country. Ellen White had left not the slightest doubt about her view on the topic.

But in the early twentieth century Mrs. White began to give a second line of counsel. By that time the church had begun to make inroads among the poorer classes in some of the larger cities. What was her counsel in the face of that development? “So far as possible,” she wrote in 1909, “these schools should be established outside...
accomplishing its mission and rural living, the need to complete the mission successfully always won out from her perspective.

Ellen White’s “Other” City Mission Model

Perceptive readers may have noted that both of the illustrations I used above had to do with Adventist institutions. That was no accident, because each of the 22 quotations on outpost evangelism found in Medical Missionary, Selected Messages, Country Living, and Evangelism is written in the context of establishing Adventist medical, educational, and publishing institutions. Not only do each of the quotations in the major compilations of Ellen White relating to outpost evangelism relate invariably to institutions, but so do those utilized by the two foremost researchers on the topic. It should be noted, however, that her perspective is often misunderstood in compilations since the outpost statements are not always supplied with their full context.

Mrs. White was dead set against institutions being established in cities if it was at all possible to avoid it. She sought to avoid large numbers of families being unnecessarily settled in the cities in relation to institutional work.

But she did not emphasize the outpost approach in relation to local churches. To the contrary, she penned in 1907: “Repeatedly the Lord has instructed us that we are to work the cities from outpost centers. In these cities we are to have houses of worship, as memorials for God; but institutions for the publication of our literature, for the healing of the sick, and for the training of workers, are to be established outside the cities.”

Mrs. White not only advocated churches in the city, but she repeatedly spoke to the point on how the evangelistic work of those churches should be carried out. In The Acts of the Apostles, for example, she noted that “while it is in the order of God that chosen workers of consecration and talent should be stationed in important centers of population to lead out in public efforts, it is also His purpose that the church members living in these cities shall use their God-given talents in working for souls.”

A long that same line, she wrote in 1909 that “the Lord has presented before me the work that is to be done in our cities. The believers in these cities are to work for God in the neighborhood of their homes.” A year later she counseled: “Especially are the church members living in the cities to exercise, in all humility, their God-given talents in laboring with those who are willing to hear the message that should come to the world at this time.”

Some years earlier she had been quite explicit that some Adventists needed to move to the cities to raise up churches. “We see,” she wrote, “the great need of missionary work to carry the truth not only to foreign countries, but to those who are near us. Close around us are cities and towns in which no efforts are made to save souls. Why should not families who know the present truth settle in these cities and villages, to set up there the standard of Christ, working in humility, not in their own way, but in God’s way, to bring the light before those who have no knowledge of it? There will be laymen who will move into towns and cities, and into apparently out-of-the-way places, that they may let the light which God has given them, shine forth to others.”

Thus we find in Ellen White’s writings two sets of parallel counsel—one relating to institutions, advocating outpost ministry, and a second dealing with local church work, advocating working from within the city. That being so, we need to ask why only one set of counsel has received much publicity. The answer undoubtedly has been that statements from the one perspective have been collected and repeatedly published in compilations, while statements from the other, even though equally valid and important, have sometimes been neglected. Thus some Adventists have highlighted only one half of Ellen White’s perspective.

The Case of S. N. Haskell

One of the most interesting exam-
amples of the “other half” of Mrs. White’s counsel on city work is that of Stephen N. Haskell, who began work in New York City in the summer of 1901 at the age of 69. He and his wife rented a sixth-floor apartment at 400 West Fifty-seventh Street. Mrs. Haskell reported that “all our rooms are light and airy” and that “all open on the street and have full sunshine.” She went on to note that there were 56 apartments in their building and that they had begun their gospel work in their own and adjoining buildings, selling books, giving Bible studies, and providing practical medical instruction and care. When those who had been Adventists for some time asked the Haskells and their helpers to visit their own contacts, the Haskells told them they needed to become active themselves, since the Haskells had more than they could accomplish with “the hungry souls we find within a stone’s throw of our own home.” Mrs. Haskell found it to be a great advantage to be located in the neighborhood of their work, since the Bible workers “can hold two readings in an afternoon . . . when they only have to go across the street. . . . They could hardly hold one if they had to drag across the city to give it.” The Haskells held group meetings for interested people in their own parlor.16

S. N. Haskell, always one to want to do the right thing, wrote to Mrs. White: “I hope to hear from you and if the Lord gives you any special light let us have it respecting our work here.”17 She sent him and his wife several letters on the topic. In early January 1902, when their mission had been operational for about five months, she wrote to them that “our manner of working must be after God’s order. The work that is done for God in our large cities must not be according to man’s devising. . . . Brother [Haskell], the Lord has given you an opening in New York City, and your mission work there is to be an example of what mission work in other cities should be. . . . Your work in New York has been started in right lines. You are to make in New York a center for missionary effort. . . . The Lord desires this center to be a training school for workers, and nothing is to be allowed to interrupt the work.”18

It is interesting to our present study that Ellen White could commend Haskell for working from within the city even though, as early as June 1899, she had written in relation to the location of sanitariums that “as God’s commandment-keeping people, we must leave the cities. As did Enoch, we must work in the cities but not dwell in them.”19 By the time Haskell and his coworkers had been in New York for about 15 months, he could report about 50 to 60 new Adventists and the formation of a church.20

Perspective

As with many topics, Ellen White’s ideas concerning city work are more complex than some have imagined. She would always hold to the ideal of rural living, but she never let that ideal blind her to the realities of the needs of city mission. Washington had written to Ellen White: “I hope to hear from you and if the Lord gives you any special light let us have it respecting our work here.” She sent him and his wife several letters on the topic. In early January 1902, when their mission had been operational for about five months, she wrote to them that “our manner of working must be after God’s order. The work that is done for God in our large cities must not be according to man’s devising. . . . Brother [Haskell], the Lord has given you an opening in New York City, and your mission work there is to be an example of what mission work in other cities should be. . . . Your work in New York has been started in right lines. You are to make in New York a center for missionary effort. . . . The Lord desires this center to be a training school for workers, and nothing is to be allowed to interrupt the work.”

It is interesting to our present study that Ellen White could commend Haskell for working from within the city even though, as early as June 1899, she had written in relation to the location of sanitariums that “as God’s commandment-keeping people, we must leave the cities. As did Enoch, we must work in the cities but not dwell in them.” By the time Haskell and his coworkers had been in New York for about 15 months, he could report about 50 to 60 new Adventists and the formation of a church.

Mrs. White was deeply concerned with the needs of New York and other great cities. Those needs have not changed.
great cities. Those needs have not changed. Mission to the city is still the greatest challenge for Adventism. In fact, the massive cities of the world are probably the most untouched of Adventist mission fields. As a church we have done well in Africa, Asia, and South America—the old mission fields. But such cities as New York still cry for help. Nearly a century ago Ellen White said that “it is right and proper that means be sent to China. . . . But have we done our utmost to warn the inhabitants of various nations in distant lands, what is being done in behalf of the foreigners who have come to the shores of our own land? Are the souls in China any more precious than the souls within the shadow of our doors? . . . Those in responsibility must now plan wisely to proclaim the third angel’s message to the hundreds of thousands of foreigners in the cities of America. God desires His servants to do their full duty toward the unwarned inhabitants of the cities.”

The challenge still remains. A merica’s great cities are still largely unwarned. But there has been a change in the past 90 years. Whereas Ellen White asked the church to reach the foreigners in America’s cities, if she were alive today she would know that Adventism’s large city churches are preponderantly made up of people not native to the United States. While much remains to be done among their ranks, the far greater challenge in 2001 is to reach native-born A mericans in the large cities, whether those A mericans be Black, W hite, Hispanic, or A sian. Some of the largest unreached people groups in the world today are the native-born A mericans in N ew York City and the nation’s other great cities.

A century ago Mrs. White noted that “the work in greater N ew York should have the help of the best workers that can be secured.” Speaking about city work in 1908, she wrote that “the people need no encouragement to inactivity. They have already delayed many years to do the very work that God has given them. A gain and again have the needs of our large cities been presented to our people. Yet little has been done. The message now comes, Clear the King’s highway. God calls for missionaries to enter the cities without delay.”

That counsel has a distinctively modern sound to it. The needs of N ew York are still big news. Doors have been opened. Will the church respond? It has the choice of clearing the King’s highway or continuing to debate the best methods of doing nothing.
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